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Abstract
Landmines are a problem in many underdeveloped countries. Our
group chose to design a low cost, autonomous, easily repairable
rover which will clear landmines. A 4 wheeled design which uses a
rake like mechanism to probe the ground with disposable stakes
was chosen. The rover will clear a row of the minefield and
automatically return, then will be moved over and repeat the
process to achieve complete coverage of a minefield. Using
engineering techniques such as 3D design, programming, circuits,
fabrication, machine design and Finite element analysis, a concept
was chosen and refined for each subsystem of the rover. The
SDSU machine shop was used to fabricate a prototype chassis
which is driven by a .5kW wheelchair motor interfaced to an
Arduino microprocessor board with a motor driver shield.

Design and Production Phase

Prototype

Chassis
For our chassis we chose steel as it is easily sourced in underdeveloped countries and somewhat low cost with potential to use
recycled materials. A slope and then a V-shape was added to the front glacis plate in order to deflect a portion of the blastwave. An
analysis was performed in Solidworks predicting the effect of a blast on our chassis and no deformation was observed as shown.

A prototype was completed which uses wood in place of the more expensive and heavy
steel to test the basic feasibility of the drive system configuration and electronics.

Lifter mechanism
For the lifter mechanism we chose several square form factor beams for the rake arms which extend to a strut that joins all the arms
and supports the weights which drive the recyclable wooden or bamboo stakes into the ground and the stakes themselves. To power
the mechanism, we chose a cam and lifter mechanism which is connected by belt and pulley drive to the main drive axle.

The axles were fabricated from steel tubing, and the wheels, chassis, rake mechanism,
motor and electronics mountings, and lifter cam were all fabricated of wood.
The drive system uses 3D printed pulleys connected with fan belts.
2 12V ATV batteries were purchased, filled with acid, charged, and installed in the
prototype.
The electronics are programmed to propel the prototype forward at a slow, constant speed
for a set distance and the rake mechanism is connected by pulley to the lifter cam axle,
which uses the lifter cam mechanism to lift the rake mechanism and the drop the rake
prongs, defeating any mines in the path of the deminer.
After reaching the end of the path, the prototype will reverse and return to the original point,
where it can be manually moved to the right or left to start coverage of another lane of the
demining pattern.

Drive system

Concept Phase
Several concepts were investigated to achieve our goal of creating a low cost, easily
repairable autonomous deminer for usage in underdeveloped countries.

For the drive system, a 24V .5 kW electric wheelchair motor was chosen and a recycled motor was sourced. The motor will be powered
by 2 large 12V motorcycle batteries placed in series. The motor will transmit power to the ground through a belt and pulley drive
connected to the rear axle. A belt drive was chosen over gears or other direct drive methods because in an explosion the belt will be
able to slip on the pulley, allowing the vehicle to move backwards and the compliance provided is less likely to damage driveline
components.

Concept 1:

Electronics

Concept 1 is for a tracked vehicle with a hydraulically extendable boom and a hydraulic
ramming spike to detonate landmines. Internal cameras and remote control were included.
This concept was rejected due to the cost and complexity to design, repair, and operate.

For the drive electronics, an Arduino Duemilanove interfaced with a Pololu VNH5019 dual motor driver shield was chosen.
This motor shield is current limiting and operates at suitable amperage and voltage to drive our chosen electric motor.
The Arduino software was coded in C++ and controls the behavior of the vehicle with adjustable parameters including the speed and
distance to travel with each rake strike.

Result
As a result of the senior project, the deminer was taken through the concept,
design, and prototype production phases.
A working prototype was produced, which successfully meets our original
goal for the project.
The next project phase is to test the prototype which will be accomplished by
burying foam dummy mines in sand or soil at the typical mine depth of
13mm in a predetermined and recorded pattern. The prototype will cover the
area using the designed procedure for mine clearance. The testing will be
considered successful if the UN standard demining clearance rate of 99.6%
is met as measured by puncture or crushing on the foam dummy mines from
rake strikes.
A second prototype will be built using the final selected materials.
Additional testing will then be performed on various terrain and ground types
to quantify the full capabilities and limitations of the prototype.
Lastly, field tests will be performed to determine whether the deminer can
withstand actual landmine detonations.
If successful at this stage, a viability study will be performed and if the
project is determined to be viable the project info will be disseminated in
order to help clear landmines from affected areas. Reports from users will be
gathered and used to improve any weaknesses found in the design in field
usage.
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Concept 2 is the concept that was selected. This concept is for a simple box like chassis
constructed of steel with steel wheels that uses a rake like mechanism with disposable
wooden or bamboo spikes to detonate landmines. This design is self propelled and relatively
low cost, easily repairable and does not require an operator.
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